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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the 
summer 2019 examination series. 

OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all 
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars, 
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer 
questions but they do illustrate how the mark scheme has 
been applied. 

Please always refer to the specification https://www.
ocr.org.uk/Images/234822-specification-accredited-
gcse-physical-education-j587.pdf for full details of the 
assessment for this qualification. These exemplar answers 
should also be read in conjunction with the sample 
assessment materials and the June 2019 Examiners’ report 
or Report to Centres available from Interchange.

The question paper, mark scheme and any resource 
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from 
summer 2020. Until then, they are available on OCR 
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for 
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins – 
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/). 

It is important to note that approaches to question 
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same 
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may 
make small adjustments to improve the performance of 
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive 
changes.

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/234822-specification-accredited-gcse-physical-education-j587.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/234822-specification-accredited-gcse-physical-education-j587.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/234822-specification-accredited-gcse-physical-education-j587.pdf
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
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Component 01
Question 21b

Exemplar 1 6 marks
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Examiner commentary
This response shows detailed knowledge and understanding of the principles of training. Each principle is clearly explained and 
a suitable application of each principle to support a gymnast’s training programme has been given. It is important for candidates 
to show that reversibility must be avoided, and this is demonstrated in this response. Several reasons for the use of beta blockers 
have been evaluated. Throughout the response there are clear and consistent practical applications of knowledge to gymnastic 
performance and to a gymnast’s training programme.

Exemplar 2 5 marks
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Examiner commentary
This response shows a very good knowledge and understanding of the principles of training. There is also a detailed range of 
reasons for the use of beta blockers. These reasons include physiological and psychological benefits, together with other arguments 
for their use, such as having a win-at-all-costs attitude and believing that others are also using them.

This response could be improved by applying the principles of training to a gymnast’s training programme. For example, overload 
could be applied by training for longer periods of time, or at a higher intensity by lifting heavier weights in the gym. Progression 
could be applied by showing a gradual increase in the weights that are lifted, i.e. a 10% increase in weight.
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Exemplar 3 4 marks
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Examiner commentary
This response shows satisfactory knowledge and understanding of two principles of training. Overload is explained well using a 
practical example that is applied to the gymnast’s training routine. Progression is described, but the example is not a suitable way 
of explaining progression in training. The point about avoiding reaching a plateau is a good one. Reversibility is not explained but 
there is some understanding of the principle. There is satisfactory knowledge of two benefits of beta blockers and these benefits are 
applied to the enhancement of gymnastic performance on the beam. 

The answer could be improved by applying the principles of progression and reversibility to the gymnast’s training programme. 
Furthermore, other benefits of beta blockers could have been evaluated, such as the pressure from a coach to win or a belief that 
they will not get caught.
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Exemplar 4 3 marks

Examiner commentary
This response shows a basic (Level 1) knowledge and understanding of principles of training. The explanations of overload of 
progression are too vague. An example is given which shows some understanding of overload. There is some evidence that the 
principle of reversibility is understood, but not the idea of avoiding its effects. The evaluation of beta blockers is satisfactory (Level 2). 
Two reasons for their use are given and the answer shows how these benefits of beta blockers will help to optimise the gymnast’s 
performance in competition.

This response could be improved by explaining the meaning of each principle and then applying them specifically to a gymnast’s 
training programme to improve the performer’s fitness.
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Exemplar 5 2 marks

Examiner commentary
This is a Level 1 response. Two reasons for the use of beta blockers are given. Specificity is explained but no credit is given for this 
as it was not a requirement of the question. The candidate has not shown an understanding of the principle of overload, and 
progression has not been attempted. The response shows a basic understanding that reversibility should be avoided by practising 
regularly. This lifts the answer up from the bottom of Level 1. It does not sit well in the discriminators in the mark scheme because 
knowledge of beta blockers is better than principles of training.

The response could be improved by showing an understanding of each principle, applying that knowledge to a training programme 
suitable for a gymnast, and evaluating in greater depth the benefits of beta blockers to enhance performance in gymnastics.
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Exemplar 6 1 mark

Examiner commentary
This response has described the SMART principle and does not get any credit for this knowledge as the question does not ask for 
it. It is irrelevant. No knowledge of the principles of training has been shown, nor has any knowledge of training been applied to a 
training programme that would benefit a gymnast. One valid point has been made that beta blockers keep heart rate slower, which 
means the response is at the bottom of Level 1.
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Component 02
Question 23c

Exemplar 1 6 marks
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Examiner commentary
This exemplar shows an answer from a candidate who has performed well overall in the rest of the paper.

The candidate scored 6 marks out of a possible 6 marks and was judged to be in Level 3 of the mark scheme.

The candidate has identified that there are two parts to the question by using their own annotation. They have also identified that 
‘practical examples must be used for the first part which is related to emotional health. This is good practice.

Four practical examples have been given for emotional benefits including ‘running’, ‘spinning’ ‘athletics’ and ‘rugby’.

The candidate shows good knowledge and understanding (AO1) of emotional benefits of participation but does not develop this 
understanding.

In the second part of the answer the candidate has provided numerous AO1 responses which are then developed well (AO3). This 
section covers links between participation and diet, and participation and long-term effects on the heart.

The response is well written, with good spelling, use of technical terms and punctuation.
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Exemplar 2 5 marks
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Examiner commentary
This exemplar shows an answer from a candidate who has performed very well throughout the paper.

The candidate scored 5 marks out of a possible 6 marks and was judged to be in Level 3 (the top level) of the mark scheme.

The candidate has provided a wide range of valid points which cover AO1 in both sections of the question. Emotional benefits 
descriptions are developed well. Practical examples given for emotional benefits are appropriate and come from a number of 
different sports e.g. lifting weights at a gym, boxing, playing golf, playing rugby and swimming. This places the answer in Level 3.

AO3 areas are covered well by development of numerous, (AO1), statements across both parts of the answer. Spelling is generally 
good and the candidate has made good use of technical terms.

In order to gain full marks, the candidate needs to provide more links between participation and long term effects on the heart, for 
example through regular exercise hypertrophy of the heart takes place (AO1) which results in increased stroke volume (AO3) and a 
decrease in resting pulse rate (AO3).

Exemplar 3 4 marks
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Examiner commentary
This exemplar shows an answer from a candidate who performed well throughout the paper.

The candidate scored 4 marks out of a possible 6 marks and was judged to be in Level 2 of the mark scheme.

The candidate has shown good knowledge and understanding throughout the question, covering more than enough AO1 content. 
They only provide one example (AO2) when writing about  ‘a dancer having a lot of stress’.

As this is the only effective practical example and an attempt at an AO3 point has been made (‘you feel proud of yourself after 
completing exercises’), with success this places this answer firmly at the top of Level 2 gaining 4 marks.

The answer is well written, with good spelling and use of some technical terms, therefore, to achieve 5 or 6 marks the candidate 
would need to provide 1 or 2 more practical examples (AO2) and develop some of their AO1 points. For example, they could 
develop their knowledge regarding hypertrophy of the heart by stating that this would result in a decrease in resting heart rate, 
or increase stroke volume/cardiac output. They could also develop their example of the dancer by stating that the dancer might 
exercise with others which not only makes them happy but would also decrease the feeling of loneliness (AO3).
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Exemplar 4 3 marks

Examiner commentary
This exemplar shows an answer from a candidate who has generally scored well in the rest of the paper.

The candidate scored 3 marks out of a possible 6 marks and was judged to be in Level 2 of the mark scheme. The candidate 
immediately identifies the relationship between having a good self image (AO1) and increasing self esteem (AO1). They then link this 
to an appropriate practical example, going to a gym and lifting weights which results be increase muscle (AO2). The candidate then 
identifies that cardiovascular work will result in hypertrophy of the heart (AO1). They then develop this by stating that this results in a 
decreased resting pulse rate (AO2) and increased cardiac output (AO2).

To improve this answer, the candidate should provide more emotional benefits with examples and explain how a balanced diet 
could result in long-term benefits on the heart. For example, they could state that going to the gym and lifting a challenging weight 
might make them feel good about themselves (AO1), this might then give them a high opinion of themselves (AO3). Lifting weights 
also releases endorphins (AO1) which makes them feel happy when working with others (AO3). Having a balanced diet with the 
recommended amounts of protein will help build and repair cells in muscles and help maintain a healthy heart (AO3).
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Exemplar 5 2 marks

Examiner commentary
This exemplar shows an answer from a candidate who has scored well on previous questions, but their answer is not specific 
enough when explaining benefits to the heart. They also lack development of some of the points they make regarding emotional 
benefits of participation.

The candidate scored 2 marks out of a possible 6 marks and was judged to be in Level 1 of the mark scheme. They have given their 
response using a practical example (AO2) which is asked for in the question. They provide knowledge and understanding (AO1) by 
identifying that playing football involves a lot of aerobic exercise which helps the cardiovascular system. This does not relate to a 
specific benefit on the heart itself but is a relevant example. They then link joining the football club to ‘making new friends’ (AO3) 
which results in an increase confidence around people (AO1). The candidate has also linked being participating in sport and burning 
fat which results in achieving a better self-image (AO1).

To improve their answer the candidate needs to explain how regular exercise has benefits on the heart itself and state what the 
benefits would be for example hypertrophy of the heart (AO1) along with stronger heart muscle contractions (AO1) resulting be 
increased cardiac output (AO2). They could also develop their point regarding being ‘more confident with your body’ by identifying 
that burning fat results in weight loss. This can make the person feel that they possess an image that others admire.
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Exemplar 6 1 mark

Examiner commentary
The candidate has shown knowledge and understanding by stating that ‘by meeting new people and making new friends’ there is 
an emotional benefit, a ‘boost in confidence’.

They also show their knowledge and understanding through ‘if they perform well and teammates or others say well done this can 
help performers to feel better about themselves’. Neither point has been developed, so neither gains credit for AO3.

The candidate has attempted to provide an explanation of how ‘regular exercise and a balanced diet result in long-term benefits on 
the heart’. However, this is limited to how a balanced diet alone has long term effects on increase in heart (muscle) mass and blood 
flow, which is inaccurate. There is no mention of how regular exercise benefits the heart.

The candidate has not provided any practical examples (AO2) to illustrate their knowledge and understanding, which the question 
asks for, therefore their response is a Level 1 answer.

Overall, the candidate has provided two points that demonstrate their knowledge and understanding (AO1) both relating to 
emotional benefits, with no AO2 or AO3 content.

To improve this answer the candidate needs to develop their points e.g. ‘Also, if they perform well, for example scoring a century in a 
cricket match would make them feel good and give them a higher level of self-efficacy because of the achievement’. They also need 
to state that the effects on the heart they have given examples for are a result of regular exercise and how a balanced diet affects the 
heart, for example vitamins can protect against heart disease.
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